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CERN SPS Ecloud/TMCI Instability R&D Effort

that causes the beam to go unstable under the action of the
electron cloud wake-field is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
Assuming that the bunch enters the electron cloud with its
head slightly offset (upper part of Fig. 1), there will result
a global net force acting on the electrons towards the head
centroid position and consequently an accumulation of
electrons in that region. The newly reconfigured electron
distribution will thus kick the following bunch particles
toward the higher density region. The motion of the head
will therefore be transmitted and amplified at the tail of
the bunch. The tail deflection increases over successive
turns (lower part of Fig. 1). This simple intuitive picture
applies if the inverse of the synchrotron tune of the bunch
is much smaller than the number of turns which the
instability would take to appear. Otherwise, the bunch
particles will in general mix longitudinally. This prevents
the coherent dipole motion from growing to high values,
but the instability will still manifest itself as a head-tail
Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMCI) and as an
emittance growth distributed all along the bunch.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the single-bunch instability caused
by electron cloud.

When the bunch passes through the electron cloud, the
electrons oscillate in the electric potential of the positron
bunch. At first the oscillation is incoherent, but gradually
a coherent oscillation of both electrons and bunch parti-
cles develops along the bunch. The coherent oscillation
grows from any small initial perturbation of the bunch (or
electron) distribution. The oscillation of the electrons is
not purely harmonic because of the nonlinear nature of the
forces and because of the nonuniform longitudinal bunch
profile, as well. Nevertheless, if we consider only the elec-
trons transversely very close to the bunch, within the range
of linearity of the bunch field, we can write down their
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Figure 2: y(t) and the phase space trajectories of five
test electrons starting from initial conditions (y0, ẏ0) =
(iσy , 0) with i = −2, ..., 2.

equation of motion (for example for the vertical y direc-
tion) in the simple form

d2y

dt2
+

2λ(t)rec
2

(σx + σy)σy
[y− < y >bunch (t)] = 0 , (1)

where

λ(t) =
Npr√
2πσz

exp

[
− (ct − 2σz)

2

2σ2
z

]
−2σz < ct < 2σz;

σx, σy and σz are the rms beam sizes in x, y and
z; Npr is the number of protons contained in the bunch;
< y >bunch (t) is the beam centroid vertical position along
the bunch. Fig. 2 shows the y(t) and the phase space trajec-
tories of five test electrons starting from initial conditions
(y0, ẏ0) = (iσy, 0) with i = −2, ..., 2. We have used the
SPS parameters summarized in Table I1 in order to solve
Eq. (1) numerically, choosing < y >bunch (t) as a ran-
dom number in the interval (−σy/10, σy/10) at each dif-
ferent time step. We can deduce from Fig. 2 that in this case
the electrons perform less than one full oscillation over the

1By mistake, in most of the simulations discussed hereafter the value
of α was the one reported in this table, which is actually the slip factor η of
the SPS for protons at 26 GeV. This explains why these simulations were
for a bunch below transition energy, and a resonance is observed when
carrying out the scan of the positive chromaticities. We also report some
results obtained using the correct value α = 1.8 × 10−3 when already
available. The full analysis has not yet been repeated
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Ongoing project SLAC/LBL/CERN via US LARP DOE program
Proton Machines, Electron Cloud driven instability - impacts SPS
as high-current LHC injector

Photoelectrons from synchrotron radiation - attracted to positive beam
Single bunch effect - head-tail ( two stream) instability

TMCI - Instability from degenerate transverse mode coupling -
may impact high current SPS role as LHC injector
Multi-lab effort - SLAC, CERN, LBL, INFN-LNF

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 2
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Essential Features

HBTFB - High Bandwidth Transverse Feedback 
Wideband feedback system (GHz bandwidth) for SPS 
Intra-bunch GHz transverse feedback system 
Help stabilize beam against Ecloud and TMCI effects 
Under development with LARP 
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Control of Non-linear Dynamics ( Intra-bunch)
GHz Bandwidth Digital Signal Processing - 4 GS/s ADC and DAC
Optimal Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and dynamics,
margins
Research Phase uses numerical simulations ( HeadTail), Reduced Models, technology
development, 1 bunch Demonstrator, SPS Machine Measurements

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 3
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Beam Measurements, Simulation Models, Technology
Development, Wideband Kickers and Demo System
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = 338.7991 turns
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Progress since CM23 KEK November 2014
WBFS specifications and LIU Design Report
Demonstrator hardware system ( now back to CERN)

Noise Floor improvements, Robust timing re-synch
Two bunch scrubbing fill controller ( 5 ns spacing)
Power Amplifiers - two 5 - 1000 MHz amplifiers installed and commisioned

Development of wideband kicker designs
Comissioning of Stripline prototype with beam, new amps
Optimization of Slotline design for Fab
Tunnel infrastructure for new amplifiers, monitoring and control - commissioned

Intensive MD measurements in December 2014, April 2015
Development of special beams for feedback tests

Simulation codes/feedback model studies, Model-based Control
Control Methods for Q20 SPS Optics
Development of MD data analysis methods
Validate measurements against models
Reduced Model and Control design

FY15 priorities - Expand Demonstration system for multi-bunch operation,
commission proto kicker, wideband amplifiers. MD efforts - explore controllers and
wideband kicker with beam. MD Data Analysis methods, Explore/validate Q20 control
methods

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 5
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How do you test and quantify Instability Control?

"Do Feedback on Unstable Beams" - is not the first test!
The main goal is to use this minimum hardware to quantify the
impact of the feedback channel in the beam dynamics
Validate operation of the system through measurements on
single-bunch stable beams, then unstable beams
We want to validate fundamental behavior of the feedback
channel, compare to estimates using the reduced models /
macro-particle simulators.
Excite beam and do closed-loop tests. Measure changes in
response due to feedback channel

Drive Mode 0, Mode 1, ..., and damp the bunch motion
Quantify and study the transients
Use switchable FIR coefficients for grow-damp and open-damp transient studies

To conduct the measurements, Excite and Record via memory of DSP processing with
MATLAB offline analysis.

Technology of 4 GS/S processing and Ghz bandwidth pickups,kickers challenging

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 6
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Measuring the dynamic system - open/closed loopMeasuring the closed loop system - methods
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We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback

We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam input, output

We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive

System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary

Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest

Unstable systems can be studied via Grow-Damp methods, but slow modes hard to
measure

HBFB Progress Report February 6, 2013 8 / 22

We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback
System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary
We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam input, output
We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive
Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest
Unstable systems via Grow-Damp methods, but slow modes hard to measure

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 7
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Feedback control of mode 0

Spectrograms of bunch motion, nominal
tune 0.175

After chromaticity ramp at turn 4k, bunch
begins to lose charge→ tune shift.

Feedback OFF -Bunch is unstable in
mode zero (barycentric).

Feedback ON - stability. Feedback is
switched off at turn 18K, beam then is
unstable

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 8
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December 2014 "TMCI Unstable" beam - Open Loop
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Open Loop SPS Measurement - Vertical Centroid (left) Spectrogram (right)

Intensity 2x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)

νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006

Unstable modes 1 and 2 begin at injection, charge loss starts at turn 2000

Significant intensity-dependent tune shifts at turn 4500 as charge is lost

data taken inside the feedback system via snapshot memory
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"TMCI Unstable" beam - Stable with feedback control
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Closed Loop SPS Measurement - Vertical Centroid (left)l Spectrogram (right)
Intensity 2x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)
νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006
Unstable Mode 1 and 2 controlled to noise floor ( 3 µm rms)
Small residual mode zero driven motion, reduced by the feedback gain.
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April 2015 SPS MD - Grow/Damp measurements
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Grow/damp SPS Measurement - Damping Gain G=4 (left) G=16 (right)

Intensity 1.1x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)

νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006

Feedback gain is switched to promote instability, then damp it

Quantifies damping from increased gain of system, compare to models

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 11
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April 2015 SPS MD - Grow/Damp measurements
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Grow/damp SPS Measurement - Damping gain G=16 (left) Spectrogram(right)

Intensity 1.1x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)

νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006

Feedback gain is switched to promote instability, then damp it

Quantifies damping from increased gain of system, compare to models
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April 2015 SPS MD - Impact of FIR feedback gain
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = −342.1122 turns
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = −93.3364 turns

damping rate SPS Measurement - Damping G=4 (left) G=16(right)
Intensity 1.1x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)
νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006
Feedback phase held constant, impact of two gains on achieved dampig
Quantifies damping from configuration of FIR filter, compare to models
G=4 τ = −342, G=16τ = −93
Is this the "best" one can do? what about more sophisticated control methods?

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 13
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April 2015 SPS MD - Impact of FIR feedback phase
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = −339.4023 turns
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damping rate SPS Measurement - FIR phase 90 (left) phase 157 (right)
Intensity 1.1x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)
νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006
Feedback FIR gain held constant, impact of two filter phases on achieved damping
Quantifies damping from filter phase vs frequency of system, compare to models
phase= 90 τ = −339, phase= 157 τ = −93
Is this the "best" one can do? what about more sophisticated control methods?

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 14
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April 2015 SPS MD -Evolution of modes vs. turn #

Kick-Damp - Injection kick, no feedback turns 0-500, Feedback damp after turn 500
Shows evolution of excited and damped modes

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 15
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MD vs Model - open loop multiple mode excitations

Driven chirp- SPS Measurement spectrogram (left) Reduced Model spectrogram (right)
Chirp tune 0.175 - 0.195 turns 2K - 17K
0.177 Barycentric Mode,Tune 0.183 (upper synchrotron sideband)
Model and measurement agreement suggests dynamics can be closely estimated using
fitted model
Study changes in dynamics with feedback as change in driven response of model

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 16
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State Space coupled model - fit to measurements

Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Feedback Control
Purposes at CERN Super Proton Synchrotron

O. Turgut1,3, J. Dusatko1, J. D. Fox1, C. H. Rivetta1, S.M. Rock3, W. Hofle2

1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA, 2CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
3Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA

Work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research Program
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Abstract

A promising new approach for designing controllers to stabilize intra-bunch
transverse instabilities is to use multi-input multi-output (MIMO) feedback design
techniques. However, these techniques require a reduced model and estimation of
model parameters based on measurements. We present a method to identify a
linear reduced order MIMO model for the vertical intra-bunch dynamics. The
e↵ort is motivated by the plans to increase currents in the Super Proton
Synchrotron as part of the HL-LHC upgrade where feedback control techniques
could be applied to stabilize the bunch dynamics, allowing greater freedom in the
machine lattice parameters. Identification algorithms use subspace methods to
compute a discrete linear MIMO representation of the nonlinear bunch dynamics.
Data from macro particle simulation codes (CMAD and HEADTAIL) and SPS
machine measurements are used to identify the reduced model for the bunch
dynamics. These models capture the essential dynamics of the bunch motion or
instability at a particular operating point, and can then be used analytically to
design model-based feedback controllers. The robustness of the model
parameters against noise and external excitation signals is studied, as is the e↵ect
of the MIMO model order on the accuracy of the identification algorithms.

INTRODUCTION

I Electron clouds [1] and machine impedance can cause intra-bunch instabilities at
the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).

I Modern control techniques can be used to mitigate these problems but require
reduced order models of intra-bunch dynamics to design optimal and robust
controllers for a wideband feedback systems [2].

I We use system identification techniques to estimate parameters of linear models
representing single bunch dynamics.

I Experimental data was collected from a single bunch with 1 ⇥ 1011 protons at
26 GeV with low chromaticity and Q26 optics configuration at CERN SPS.

I These studies uses 3.2 GS/s sampling rate allowing us to sample 16 di↵erent
locations across 5 ns RF bucket [2]

REDUCED ORDER MODEL & IDENTIFICATION

I The physical system is a nanosecond scale SPS bunch.

I Control variable is momentum kick / driving signal and measured variables is
vertical displacements. The control variables and measured variables are
discretized to represent the physical system in a discrete-time MIMO system
sampled at every revolution period k :

Xk+1 = AXk + BUk

Yk = CXk
(1)

I where U 2 Rp is the control variable (external excitation), Y 2 Rq is the
vertical displacement measurement, A 2 Rn⇥n is the system matrix, B 2 Rn⇥p

is the input matrix, and C 2 Rq⇥n is the output matrix.

Y (z) =
⇥
D�1(z)N(z)

⇤
U(z) (2)

I [] represents the transfer function matrix (2 Rq⇥p) for a system with p inputs
and q outputs. D(z) and N(z) represent denominator and numerator of each
discrete time transfer function between input-output couples.

N(z)U(z) � D(z)Y (z) = 0 (3)

U(z) =
TX

i=0

Uiz
i , Y (z) =

TX

i=0

Yiz
i (4)

D(z) =
TX

i=0

Diz
i , N(z) =

TX

i=0

Niz
i (5)

⇥
Nr | � Dr

⇤ U(k)
Y (k)

�
= 0 (6)

I Given the input and output signals, the estimation of the parameter matrices Nr

and Dr is obtained by solving the last linear equation.

I Identify A, B, C matrices in discrete time observable canonical form. This
minimizes the number of parameters to be identified [4].

I Figure 1 shows the impact of noise on estimation of system parameters. For
identification algorithm to perform well, we need to have SNR >⇠ 8.
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Figure 1 : Deviation of estimated natural tune and damping of the 1st mode from the true value for
di↵erent SNR values. Red line shows min SNR to get errors less than 10%, green line is for errors
less than 5%.

RESULTS OF MODELS PARAMETER ESTIMATION

I In our driven measurements we used both mode 0 and mode 1 excitations [2]

I Our data processing uses a time varying bandpass filter to improve SNR to ⇠20
to overcome possible signal to noise problem showed in Fig. 1 .

I The existing limited bandwidth kicker [3] forces us to set our reduced model to
detect low order modes corresponding to frequencies up to the second sideband
(2fs) around the betatron frequency (f�).

Figure 2 : Reduced model for intra-bunch dynamics.

I Dynamics, input-output relation of momentum kick and vertical displacement, is
represented by 4 ⇥ 4 MIMO system with p = 4, q = 4 and n = 8.

I In Fig. 3 plots show the vertical displacement of 4 samples across the bunch.
Measured data is represented by the blue trace and the response of the identified
model is the red trace.
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Figure 3 : The vertical displacements at multiple locations across 3.2ns SPS bunch with
measurements in blue and the response of the reduced order model in red.

I Reduced order model is linear time invariant. It can’t capture external
perturbations or parameter variations in the bunch.

I The envelope of the amplitude of the centroid motions (each sample is
calculated averaging 4 consecutive non overlapping samples of the 16 samples
long original data) is captured in time domain.

I Figure 4 shows measurements and response of model in frequency domain.
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Figure 4 : FFT of vertical displacement. Mode 0 tune is around 0.182 and mode 1 tune is around
0.187.

I Estimation of state space matrices enables us to calculate eigenvectors of the
system.

I Another data set where the bunch has 3 modes excited.

I On the left, RMS spectrogram of the driven measurement with clear mode 0,
mode 1 and mode 2 excitation around turns ⇠ 7000, ⇠ 12000 and ⇠ 17000.

I On the right side, RMS spectrogram of bunch’s vertical motion predicted by
reduced model.

I As expected, our linear model is able to capture dominant characteristics and
linear dynamics such as motions at mode 0, mode 1 and mode 2 tunes, but not
the e↵ect attributed to the non-linearity in the driver.

Figure 5 : Spectrogram of physical
measurement.

Figure 6 : Spectrogram of the model with same
excitation and analysis applied.

I In the simulation, the bunch is represented by 64 slices. All the individual
samples across the bunch were taken into account to set N ⇥ N MIMO system
with N inputs, N outputs and 2N states. Identification is performed based on an
N ⇥ N MIMO model.

I Similar techniques are also applicable to the non-linear macro particle codes like
HEADTAIL or CMAD data.

I As opposed to machine conditions and experiments, simulations have control
over noise, disturbances, etc. This gives more flexibility and control to check the
performance of the identification algorithm.

Figure 7 : HeadTail simulation data. Input chirp
is between 0.144 and 0.22 fractional tunes
covering 2 synchrotron side bands around
betatron tune.

Figure 8 : Reduced order model response to
same input signal (0.144 - 0.22 chirp). Reduced
order parameters are estimated based on
HeadTail simulation data.

Figure 9 : CMAD simulation data. Input chirp is
between 0.144 and 0.22 fractional tunes covering
2 synchrotron side bands around betatron tune.

Figure 10 : Reduced order model response to
same input signal (0.144 - 0.22 chirp). Reduced
order parameters are estimated based on CMAD
simulation data.

I A model reduction technique is applied to the result based on Henkel Singular
Value (HSVD) analysis to get a minimum order balanced realization of the
model [5]. HSVD analysis indicates that relative contributions of the dominant
mode representing states are noticeable higher than the contributions of the
remaining 128 states (N = 64 case).
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Figure 11 : HSVD Analysis suggests the model
order for balanced realization of HEADTAIL
simulation based identified model.
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Figure 12 : HSVD Analysis suggests the model
order for balanced realization of CMAD
simulation based identified model.

CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK

Model-based control design techniques for intra-bunch instabilities requires a
reduced model of the intra-bunch dynamics. We proposed reduced order models
and show initial results of the identification of those models. We identified
parameters of a reduced order model that captures mode 0, mode 1 and mode 2
dynamics from the CERN SPS machine measurements. The natural tunes,
damping values and the separation of modes associated with the motion seen in
measurements are estimated correctly using a linear model. We also show similar
results using macro particle simulation codes data. Dominant dynamics is
captured with a reduced order model and simulation data is regenerated
successfully in time domain. Future work is aimed at estimating more internal
modes as the wideband kicker will be available early 2015. Availability of the new
wideband kicker also requires careful analysis of persistency and optimality of the
new excitation signals for the estimation of higher order internal modes. Optimal
and robust controllers will be designed using identified reduced order models.
These new model based control architectures will be compared with the existing
parallelized control filter architecture in terms of performance, processing power
and complexity requirements. We plan to evaluate new controllers using macro
particle simulations and test in the SPS with single bunch mid 2015.
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Fit models to excitation, response
data sets from chirps

Characterize the bunch dynamics
- same technique for simulations
and SPS measurements

Critical to evaluate the feedback
algorithms
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Feedback design - Value of the reduced model
Controller design requires a linear dynamics model
The bunch stability is evaluated using root-locus and measurements of the fractional tune.
Immediate estimates of closed-loop transfer functions, time-domain behavior
Allows rapid estimation of impact of injected noise and equilibrium state
Rapid computation, evaluation of ideas
Q20 IIR controller is very sensitive to high-frequency noise - would higher sampling rate (
two pickups) be helpful?

Left: FIR filter controller designed for Q26 at fβ = 0.185, fs = 0.006
Right: IIR filter controller designed for Q20 at fβ = 0.185, fs = 0.017

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 18
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Model based Control
Figure 1: On the left we see the spectrogram of physical measurement showing chirp excitation where we excite mode 0,
mode 1, and mode 2 excitation around turns ⇠ 7000, ⇠ 11500, and ⇠ 17000 respectively. On the right, we see the same
excitation and analysis applied to the reduced order model capturing linear dynamics.

Identification and Control of Instabilities 

0 
Iden%fica%on*of*Dynamics* Control*of*Dynamics*

Figure 2: Identification of the intra-bunch dynamics and model based controller based on the identified model. In this
example, open loop simulation data from the nonlinear macro particle code HeadTail is used to get the model of the bunch
for mode 0 dynamics. A controller is designed based on the model. The controller is tested using HeadTail simulation for
mode 0 and mode 1 dynamics.

Figure 3: Comparison of the closed loop dynamics in between model based IIR is compared with FIR filter. Closed loop
eigenvalues are close for both filters however more study is required to understand robustness, required control power and
implementation complexity.

The dynamics from a head-tail simulation is used to design a controller
MD data can be used the same way
model-based controller formal method has better damping for mode 1 than FIR controller

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 19
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Path Forward

Wideband Feedback as part of LIU, HL-LHC and US LARP
MD measurements with wideband DEMO system (SPS beam time
and analysis)

Single-bunch IIR, scrubbing doublet and FIR multi-bunch control, wideband kicker
Diagnostic and beam instrumentation techniques to optimize feedback parameters
and understand system effectiveness
Continued simulation and modeling effort, compare MD results with simulations,
explore new controllers
Evaluate new Kickers ( Stripline and Slotline) and upgraded tunnel High-Power
wideband RF amplifiers for SPS operation

Technology Development and system estimation for Full-Function
system

Explore Q20 control methods ( New filters? Multiple pickups?) - optimize system
performance
Low-noise transverse coordinate receivers,orbit offset/dynamic range improvements,
pickups
Expand Master Oscillator, Timing system for Energy ramp control

High-speed DSP Platform consistent with 4 -8 GS/sec sampling
rates for full SPS implementation

Lab evaluation and firmware development

2016 CERN Review, Recommendations on Full-Featured System
J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 20
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Upgrades to the SPS Demonstrator - Roadmap

DOE Review of LARP  February 17-18, 2014 
10 
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- DAC Only
- 4GSa/s

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Snapshot Memory

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Excite/Record Mode
- DAC Clock Sync

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Inclusion of all previous 
features
- New Design
- New Platform

2011 2012 2013-2015

2017-2020

Excitation
System

Single-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator

Initial
Concept

8GSa/s
Architecture 
Studies and 
Component 
Evaluations

- Design Study
- Identify System 
Components

8GSa/s
Feedback 
Test Bed

8GSa/s:
Define 

Architecture and 
Components for 

8GSa/s  
Platform

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 1)

Post LS2 
SPS Tests

Further SPS Testing
(possible PS tests)

Full-Featured 
Prototype

- Detailed Design
- Select Components

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 2)

2014 2015 2016-2018

2016-2018

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Inclusion of all prev feat
- Orbit Offset Reject
- Enhanced Filters
- Enhanced Diagnostics
- New RF Amplifiers

- Build test bed system
- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Subset of demo system 
features & functions

The Demo system is a platform to evaluate control techniques
MD experience will guide necessary system specifications and capabilities
The path towards a full-featured system is flexible, can support multiple pickups and/or
multiple kickers
We will benefit from the combination of Simulation methods, machine measurements, and
technology devlopment

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 21
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Wideband Feedback - Beam Diagnostic Value

processing system architecture/technology
reconfigurable platform, 4 - 8 GS/s data rates
snapshot memories, excitation memories
applicable to novel time and frequency domain diagnostics
Feedback and Beam dynamics sensitive measure of impedance and other dynamic
effects
Complementary to existing beam diagnostic techniques - use kicker excitation
integrated with feedback processing

Detailed slice by slice information, very complete data with GHz
bandwidth over 20,000 turns

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 22
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Wideband Intra-Bunch Feedack - Considerations

The Feedback System has to stabilize the bunch due to E-cloud or
TMCI, for all operating conditions of the machine.

unstable system- minimum gain required for stability

E-cloud - Beam Dynamics changes with operating conditions of the machine, cycle (
charge dependent tune shifts) - feedback filter bandwidth required for stability

Acceleration - Energy Ramp has dynamics changes, synchronization issues ( variation in
β), injection/extraction transients

Beam dynamics is nonlinear and time-varying ( tunes, resonant frequencies, growth rates,
modal patterns change dynamically in operation)

Beam Signals - vertical information must be separated from longitudinal/horizontal signals,
spurious beam signals and propagating modes in vacuum chamber

Design must minimize noise injected by the feedback channel to the beam

These questions can only be understood with both MD Studies and Simulation methods

Receiver sensitivity vs. bandwidth? Horizontal/Vertical isolation?

What sorts of Pickups and Kickers are appropriate? Scale of required amplifier power?

Saturation effects? Impact of injection transients?

Trade-offs in partitioning - overall design must optimize individual functions

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 24
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4 GS/s 1 bunch SPS Demonstrator processing system

Proof-of-principle channel for 1 bunch closed loop
tests in SPS - Commissioned November 2012

Provides wideband control in SPS with installation
of wideband kicker and amplifiers

Reconfigurable processing - Platform to evaluate
control methods, algorithms and architectures

Features upgraded during LS1 -
timing/synchronization, noise floor of A/D, scrubbing
fill controller.

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 25
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LS1 Upgrades to the SPS Demonstrator System
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Upgrade Development Progress For The CERN SPS High Bandwidth Transverse 
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Abstract 

  
 

Introduction and Background 

Introduction and Motivation: 
 

Ŷ High Intensity LHC beam is known to cause transverse instabilities driven 
by the electron cloud effect and Transverse Mode Coupled Instabilities 
(TMCI) in the SPS. This adversely affects operation of the SPS, especially 
for the planned high-luminosity upgrade where beam intensities increase. 
 

Ŷ  A research and development effort has been undertaken between CERN 
and SLAC under the auspices of the US LHC Accelerator Research 
Program (LARP) to develop techniques for mitigating the instabilities 
using a wide-bandwidth transverse closed-loop feedback system. Goal: 
Achieve feedback control of intra-bunch instabilities 

 
Ŷ This work involves simulation and modeling of the beam and bunch 

dynamics along with the controller, research and development of high 
sampling rate digital signal processing electronics (along with low-noise 
analog front and back ends) and feedback control techniques and 
development of a wide bandwidth kicker structure (to apply correction 
fields to the beam). 

 
 
Work to Date: 

 
Ŷ A rapidly developed single-bunch demonstrator system was conceived and 

developed in 2012. This system was used in Machine Development (MD) 
studies at the SPS prior to Long Shutdown 1 (LS1). 
 

Ŷ The simulation and modelling effort is progressing with work towards 
developing more detailed models including non-linear effects and system 
identification formalisms and optimal controller topologies. 
 

Ŷ The pre-LS1 MD measurements were performed using the existing low 
bandwidth kicker (200MHz), allowing control of only lower-order modes 
(0, 1). 

 
Ŷ The system results demonstrated control of mode 0 instabilities for a 

single bunch: 
 

Spectrogram showing feedback in action: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upgrades: 
 

With this initial success, we are planning to upgrade the system with 
additional functions and for higher performance. For the immediate future, 
we are focusing on four areas: 
 
1) Feedback Demo Processor Upgrades 

 
2) RF Power Amplifier Upgrades 

 
3) Beam Kicker Structure Upgrades 

 
4) Demo Processor Support Hardware Upgrades 
 

  Longer-Term/Ongoing Work: 
ŹHigher sampling rate proceesing (8GSa/s) 
ŹMISO Control Techniques (use of multiple beam pickups) 
ŹMultiple Bunch Processing 
ŹDifferent Digital Filter Structures (IIR, FIR) 

 
ŹThe above work has enabled us to proceed to the next step: A single-bunch 
Feedback Demonstrator System 

Full System Overview 
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System Overview: 
 

� We have built a single-bunch, ultrafast high bandwidth transverse feedback demonstrator system. 
 
� This feedback system is essentially a high bandwidth re-configurable digital signal processing channel with an input ADC and output 
DAC capable of sampling at 4GSa/s. An FPGA implements the signal processor and the current design contains a 16-tap FIR bandpass 
filter. 
 
� The feedback system acquires 16 samples or slices across one bunch, and outputs 16 correction samples, both at the 4GSa/s rate. 
  
� For our measurements in the SPS, we the use Feedback and Excitation systems together, which allow us to drive the bunch into 
instability and then correct with feedback along the same signal path. 

 
� Both sub-systems receive the RF Clock, Injection and Bunch 1 markers from SPS LLRF and Timing systems / used to synchronize 
and sequence operations;  
 
� The 200MHz SPS RF Clock is multiplied to obtain the 2GHz sample clock, this clock is then doubled by the ADC and DACs to 
achieve 4GSa/s. 
 
� Adjustable delay lines are included to align the input sampling, feedback output and excitation output to the beam bunch (10ps dly 
step resolution). 
 
� RF Power Amplifier Specs: 0.02 to 1 GHz, 80 Watts (derated from 100W) / Manufacturer: Amplifier Research (Modular RF, Bothell, 
WA USA) 

Overall System Block Diagram: Feedback and Excitation Systems 

The Feedback Processor 

System Software 

Feedback Processor: 
 

� The Feedback Processor is a rapidly developed prototype, implemented using a mixture of commercial and 
custom-designed hardware. The entire system was designed, constructed and delivered to CERN in less than10 
months. 
� The design is modular, based around a commercial FPGA motherboard, with a custom-designed DAC 
daughterboard plus two commercial ADC evaluation boards. The ADC boards connect to the motherboard using a 
custom high-speed cable assembly, developed commercially (Samtec Corp). This design approach allowed us to 
quickly develop a solution within the confines of limited time and engineering resources. 
� The custom DAC daughterboard contains the high-speed DAC, clocking circuits, trigger circuitry, general 
purpose analog and digital I/O and a USB 2.0 interface. 
� The DAC is a Maxim Semi MAX19693 device (12-bit, 4GSa/s device used in 8-bit mode). The ADC is a 
MAX109 device (8-bits, 2GSa/s), two ADCs are used in interleaved mode to achieve the effective 4GSa/s rate. We 
used two MAX109 EVM evaluation boards to implement the ADC subsystem. 
� All signal processing is implemented in the motherboard Xilinx Virtex-6, XC6VHX565T FPGA. The present 
design implements a bank of 16, 16-tap FIR filters. The filters are bandpass type, centered at the betatron 
frequency. The FIR Filters follow the relation: 
 

 
� Diagnostic features include a special ADC snapshot memory that allows us to selectively capture up to 65536 
turns of pre-processed ADC data and save for later analysis.  
� Feedback Processor can also operate as an  excitation driver (arbitrary waveform generator) as well. 
� All processing takes place on edges of the SPS RF clock. Acquisition, processing and output operations are 
sequenced from the SPS Injection and Bunch 1 marker signals. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Results/Performance 

System Software: 
 
The system control and data transfer software is GUI based and developed in Microsoft Visual Basic 
2010. The GUIs interface with the system over USB using driver calls. A suite of offline MATLAB-
based applications have been developed to facilitate configuration of the feedback mode, generation of 
excitation data files, design of the FIR filters, and analysis and display of the ADC snapshot data. 
Transfer between Visual Basic and MATLAB is done using text based configuration and data files, 
generated automatically by the SW.  The Software runs on a Windows 7 PC. All USB I/O uses Windows 
driver calls. Additional off-line Matlab tools have been developed for data analysis and simulation. 
 

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research program ( LARP) 

Equalizer Circuit (spice model) 

Equalizer Frequency Response 

The Equalizer:  
An analog equalizer was developed to compensate for amplitude and phase 
distortions introduced by the pickup and cabling. This compensation is 
necessary to allow us to properly apply a time-domain correction signal to the 
bunch. This work was done by K. Pollock, SLAC. 

Commercial FPGA Motherboard 

Custom High-Speed DAC Daughterboard 

ADC Eval Board (1 of 2) 

Custom High-Speed ADC cable assembly: mates 
ADC eval boards to FPGA motherboard 

System Chassis: all boards, cabling, cooling & power supply are packaged inside 
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MATLAB Applications Developed for our System: 

FIR Filter Designer Tool: Creates the filter coefficients Excitation Signal Designer Tool: Creates drive waveforms 

Visual Basic System Control GUIs 

Chassis Setup and Mode Control GUI 

FIR Setup GUI 

Signals Captured using the ADC snapshot memory: Left plot is the bunch sampled 
over 40 turns. Note the Gaussian signal shape and the  motion in the bunch. The right 
plot shows the feedback system DAC output, note the feedback in action: the drive 
signal is increased based on the motion of the beam. All 16 samples are plotted in 
each case. 

Results and Operational Experience: 
 
MD measurements were made at the SPS between Nov-2012 and Feb-2013. A 
large amount of data was collected. Preliminary results indicate that we were 
successfully able to control mode 0 instabilities with feedback. Higher order 
modes were also observed. See [3]. 
 

ADC SFDR Test: Single 100MHz tone is injected into 
the ADC (bypassing the AFE). We find the SFDR to be 
around 54dB (datasheet shows 61dB). 

# jedu@slac.stanford.edu 

A high bandwidth feedback demonstrator system has been developed for proof of 
concept transverse intra-bunch closed loop feedback control studies at the CERN 
SPS.  This system contains a beam pickup, analog front end receiver, signal 
processor, back end driver, power amplifiers and kicker structure. The main signal 
processing functions are performed digitally, using very fast (4GSa/s) data 
converters to bring the system signals into and out of the digital domain. The 
digital signal processing function is flexibly implemented in an FPGA allowing 
for maximum speed and reconfigurability for testing different control algorithms. 
The signal processor is a modular design consisting of commercial and custom 
components. This approach allowed for a rapidly-developed prototype to be 
delivered in a short time with limited resources. Initial beam studies at the SPS 
using the system prior to the CERN long shutdown one (LS1) have been very 
encouraging. We are planning several key upgrades to the system, including the 
signal processor. 

2014 International Beam Instrumentation Conference , Monterey, CA USA 
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• Feedback stabilizes the bunch ! 
• clearly working for dipole mode 
• confirms high sensitivity of receiver circuit 
• confirms feedback possible with the very small kick strength of ~1 kV [transverse] 

Feedback 
switched OFF 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

W. Hofle, CERN 

SPS MD Study, Jan-2013 

AFE / 
Receiver ADC FIR DAC

Demonstrator Feedback Processor

Beam
Pickup

Excitation 
System

Kicker

RF Power Amps

SPS 
200MHz 2.0GHz

SPS Injection Marker

SPS Bunch 1 Marker

Frequency 
Multiplier

Adj Delay 
Line

Analog 
Back End

Adj Delay 
Line

Adj Delay 
Line

Hybrid

= Upgrade Items

PLL/
Dly Ctrl

Orbit Offset Compensation

Excite Integrates into Demo 
Processor

Fall 2014 - Robust Timing re-synch, improved digitizer noise floor, integrated excitation
Summer 2014 - New wideband striplines for beamline
Summer 2014- Evaluate power amplifier options, Winter 2015 commissioning
FY14 -FY15 Expand DSP capabilities to Scrubbing fill, synched excitation, multi-bunch
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Scrubbing Fill Controller - implemented for December
2014 MD tests

SLAC/CERN Web Meeting – October 02, 2014 
6 

Scrubbing Pattern Mode 

Processing of Single Scrubbing bunch Doublet 
 

– Enables Demo Unit to process a Single scrubbing pattern doublet 
(two adjacent bunches) / Feedback, Excitation, FEC, Snap Record 

– Idea Proposed by J. Fox 
– This will become a special operating mode (scrubbing mode) to 

the “regular” demo unit operation (single-bunch) 
• Has capability of recording snapshot data (32-sample) 
• Retains Feedback+Excitation Mode as well 
• Mode selection in SW or separate configuration (different FPGA cfg file) 

 
– Status 

• FPGA code complete (for main function, snapshot code expansion in the works) 
• Undergoing simulation verification Æ 
• Tried test FPGA compile: routed to speed w/o resource issues 
• Will deploy onto HW and test next week 
• Plan is to implement prior to shipping box back to CERN 

 
– What about multi-bunch mode? 

• Not forgotten! 
• Work will start on this as soon as single-bunch scrubbing mode is completed 
• Some of the concepts developed here lend to multibunch mode 
• Completed Winter/Spring 2015 

 

Existing Processing New 32-sample Processing 

Digital Simulator result – showing two 16-
sample bunches being output to DAC 

Bunch 1 Bunch 2 

Upgrade 

wideband system allows control with 5 ns bunch spacing

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 27
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Quantifying Performance of the DEMO A/D System

The dynamic range, linearity and nonlinear behavior of the DEMO system was carefully
quantified during LS1- important to estimate impact behavior in beam studies

Noise pick-up seen in commissioning was addressed with new physical layout of A/D
cards, copper ground plate, double-shielded cables

Full 54dB dynamic range achieved, spurious narrowband interfering signals eliminated

Performance in the SPS Faraday cage - the next tests

Spectrum of 50 ohm terminated
input

Spectrum of near full scale 200
MHz Input Histogram of near full scale 200

MHz input

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 28
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Feedback Filters - Frequency Domain Design

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must be
adjusted to include overall loop
phase shifts and cable delay

Feedback Filters

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must
be adjusted to include overall
loop phase shifts and cable
delay
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The processing system can be expanded to support more complex
off-diagonal (modal) filters, IIR filters, etc as part of the research and
technology development
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Example Q20 IIR control Filters
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Q20 optics has much higher synchrotron tune ( 0.017)
Impact - much wider control bandwidth
filters with flat phase response have high gain above the beam motion frequencies - add
noise
Technical direction - Explore multi-pickup sampling ( higher effective Nyquist limit, better
rejection of noise)
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Online MD data analysis tool

Intended to run in faraday cage, check as each data set is recorded
Does quick analysis, shows beam motion, system parameters
Helps make the MD process more efficient, still have extensive off-line tools and codes
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1 GHz wideband Stripline kicker development
CERN, LNF-INFN, LBL and SLAC Collaboration. Design Report SLAC-R-1037
Electrical and Mechanical design completed, fabricated by E. Montesinos et al
Installed with 3 kicker support system fall 2014
Collaboration: J. Cesaratto (SLAC), S. De Santis (LBL), M. Zobov (INFN-LNF), S. Gallo
(INFN-LNF), E. Montesinos (CERN), et al
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1 GHz Wideband Stripline Kicker array on beamlineLocaKon%of%Kickers,%Infrastructure%

•  SPS%Sextant%3,%LSS3%
•  Housed%in%the%second%

half%of%the%321%period%of%
the%SPS.%

•  Approximately%8%m%of%
usable%space%following%
the%dipole%magnet%

•  8%new%7/8”%cables%pulled%
to%kicker%locaKon%during%
LS1%

•  Power%amplifiers%sKll%
needed%
–  EssenKal%for%operaKon%

of%new%kickers!%
–  CriKcal%items%for%post%

LS1%operaKon%

24 LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 

Courtesy%of%E.%Montesinos%
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1 GHz Wideband Slotline kicker development
CERN, LNF-INFN, LBL and SLAC Collaboration. Design Report SLAC-R-1037
Reviewed July 2013 at the CERN LIU-SPS Review
Slotline prototype in electrical design and HFSS optimization
Silvia Verdu to continue effort started by John Cesaratto
Plan for mechanical design, fabrication by E. Montesino for Fall 2015 SPS installationSlotline%Port%Geometry%

•  Down%selecKon%needed%on%port%design%
–  CERN%mechanical%engineering%department%

to%weigh%in%on%complexity%and%feasibility%
–  3%port%layouts%

•  Tapered,%lateral%provide%best%matching%
–  Currently,%waiKng%for%ME%resources,%

following%stripline%development%

14 

•  Once%choice%is%made%on%
the%port%layout,%another%
round%of%EM%
opKmizaKon%needed,%
then%mechanical%design%
can%begin.%

LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 
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Complementary Striplines and SlotlineComparison%of%Stripline%and%Slotline%

•  At%low%frequencies,%the%striplines%have%slightly%higher%kick%strength.%
•  However,%the%slotline%can%effecKvely%cover%the%bandwidth%up%to%1%GHz.%
•  MDs%with%the%new%kicker%prototypes%are%ABSOLUTELY%ESSENTIAL%to%validate%

and%confirm%the%technologies,%bandwidth%and%kick%strength%needed.%
16 
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2 striplines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 2000 W
1 slotlines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 1000 W

CERN%plans%to%install:%
•  2%Striplines%
•  1%Slotline%

LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 
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Evaluating Wideband RF Power Amplifiers
11 potential RF amplifiers were evaluated from US, Japanese and European vendors

Bandwidths of 5 - 1000 MHz ( 80 - 1000 MHz), with 200 - 250W output power levels

Use excitation system for wideband time domain excitations

Study frequency domain and time domain responses. Concerns with phase linearity and
time response

Commercial amplifiers not specified for 100% AM modulation, wideband pulse responses

Nonlinear effects, thermal tail effects also important
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R & K 5 - 1000 MHz amplifier

R& K Company was
interested in developing a
new design to meet our
wideband requirements

After initial tests, worked
with us to extend
low-frequency response,
improve transient
behavior

New amplifier design also
includes necessary
remote control and
monitor features for
operation in SPS tunnel

Selection Fall 2014 -
purchase of 2 R&K 5 -
1000 MHz 250W
amplifiers for December
2014 delivery

R&K%(Japan)%
•  We%are%working%with%manufacturers%to%

improve%impulse%response%and%fidelity%of%
amplifiers%

–  Cater%to%our%specificaKons%
–  Expect%modified%amplifier%to%test%from%R&K%

•  R&K%KmeIdomain%test%using%a%40%MHz%burst%
signal%

–  Able%to%remove%tail%of%signal%
–  Many%manufacturers%don’t%have%the%capability%

to%make%the%KmeIdomain%measurements%we%
do%

–  Therefore,%we%need%to%use%our%equipment%to%
fully%characterize%the%amplifiers%

•  Status%on%R&K%
–  As%of%April,%they’ve%informed%us%that%they%

need%to%redesign%the%90%degree%hybrid%
combiners%

–  Seems%to%be%a%common%issue%using%several%
stage%amplifiers%

–  AddiKonal%2.5%months%of%development%

21 

R&K’s impulse response measurements 

Before 

After 

LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 
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From Demonstration system - to full-featured system

The Demo system is being used for MD studies, and technology
development through the end of 2016

Validate multi-bunch control
Explore scrubbing fill control
Evaluate Q20 control techniques, validate simulation models
Explore value of multiple pickups and kickers in system architecture
Diagnostic and beam instrumentation techniques to optimize feedback parameters
and understand system effectiveness
Evaluate Stripline and Slotline wideband kickers and RF Amplifiers with beam
Design Report for full-featured system

Action from LIU Review July 2013
End of 2016 - Wideband Feedback System review -Decision to
proceed with full-featured system development for SPS installation

WBFS has been estimated and budgeted within the LARP system
for future production decision

J. D. Fox CM24 Fermilab May 2015 38
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Multi-Lab Collaboration
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DEMO Upgrade to 8 GS/s system

LARP Collaboration Meeting 22 – May 7-9, 2014 

8GSa/s Architecture 

10 

Æ The current 4GSa/s architecture allows us to take 16 samples across an SPS bunch 
 

� Increasing the sampling rate to 8GSa/s allows us even greater flexibility: 
� Increased sampling resolution (32 samples across a single bunch / 125ps sample spacing)  
� Increased Flexibility: 

� Single ultra-fast 8GSa/s feedback channel 
-or- 

� Dual 4 GSa/s channels for two sets of pickups and kickers 
� Enables delta-sigma/delta-delta/sigma-sigma topologies (modelling studies suggest that these may 

be necessary for stability control) 
� Enhanced diagnostics 

 

� To accomplish this, we need faster ADCs and DACs and are investigating new 
components: 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

DAC: Have identified a high speed DAC 
(Euvis, Inc. MD662H DAC device: 8GSa/s, 
12-bits)  / Have purchased demo board and 
will begin evaluating 

ADC: TI / National Semi has recently 
released a new 12-bit, 4GSa/s ADC. The 
AD12J4000 (we can use two in interleaved 
mode to reach 8GSa/s) / Will purchase a 
demo board soon and evaluate 
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Progress in Simulation Models
Critical to validate simulations against MD data

Collaboration and progress from CERN and SLAC, but
Need to explore full energy range from injection through extraction
Explore impact of Injection transients, interactions with existing transverse damper
Still needs realistic channel noise study, sets power amp requirements
Still needs more quantitative study of kicker bandwidth requirements
Minimal development of control filters, optimal methods using nonlinear simulations

Continued progress on linear system estimation methods
Reduced Models useful for formal control techniques, optimization of control for
robustness
Model test bed for controller development
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MD vs Model - open loop multiple mode excitations

Driven chirp- SPS Measurement spectrogram (left) Reduced Model spectrogram (right)
Chirp tune 0.172 - 0.188 turns 2K - 17K
0.179 Barycentric Mode,Tune 0.184 (upper synchrotron sideband), 0.189 (2nd sideband)
Model and measurement agreement suggests dynamics can be closely estimated using
fitted model (4 oscillator model) - but nonlinear effects seen in machine data
Study changes in dynamics with feedback as change in driven response of model
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HeadTail Feedback Combined Model
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Nonlinear system, enormous parameter space, difficult to quantify margins
Collaboration K. Li, O. Turgut, C. Rivetta
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Comparison of HEADTAIL with Reduced Model

Figure: HeadTail Vert. Motion, Driven by 200
MHz, 0.144 - 0.22 Chirp, 1000 Turns.

Figure: RMS Spectrogram of HEADTAIL
Driven by 200 MHz Chirp Excitation

Figure: Vertical Motion of the Reduced
Model.

Figure: RMS Spectrogram of Model Driven
by 200 MHz Chirp Excitation
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Wideband Feedback - Benefits for HL LHC
CERN LIU-SPS High Bandwidth Transverse Damper Review

Multiple talks, on impacts of Ecloud, TMCI, Q20 vs. Q26 optics, Scrubbing fill, etc.
Particular attention to talk from G. Rumolo
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SPS wideband Feedback - helps with Ecloud
instability control, applicable for possible TMCI

Feedback is complementary to coatings, grooves, other methods
Reduces need for chromaticity as cure for instability, low chromaticity beneficial for beam
quality
Provides a measure of flexibility in choice of operating parameters, lattice options
Emittance growth from any coherent fast motion can be suppressed
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SPS wideband Feedback - value for Scrubbing Fill

Comments from G. Rumolo
Scrubbing Fill - 5 ns bunch separation
Exceeds bandwidth of existing transverse damper
Fill suffers from transverse instabilities and enhanced Ecloud
Wideband feedback enhances scrubbing, potential use of this fill in LHC
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Wideband Feedback - Applications to the PS

PS might benefit from wideband transverse feedback
Reconfigurable, programmable architecture can target PS
Comments from G. Rumolo
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Wideband Feedback - Applications to the LHC (G.
Rumolo)

Reconfigurable, programmable architecture, technology applicable to LHC
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Wideband Feedback - Implementation in LHC

Architecture being developed is reconfigurable!
Processing unit implementation in LHC similar to SPS:

SPS LHC
RF frequency (MHz) 200 400
frev (kHz) 43.4 11.1
# bunches/beam 288 2808
# samples/bunch 16 16
# filter taps/sample 16 16
Multi-Accum (GMac/s) 3.2 8

LHC needs more multiply-accumulation operation resources because of # of
bunches, but reduced frev allows longer computation time (assuming diagonal
control).

LHC signal processing can be expanded from SPS architecture with more FPGA
resources
Similar architecture can accommodate needs of both SPS and LHC.

Still need kicker of appropriate bandwidth with acceptable impedance for LHC.
Learn from SPS experience.
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